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First Change 

 

5 Functional Entities To Support MBMS 

5.0 General 
To provide MBMS bearer services existing functional entities, GGSN, SGSN, RNC/BSC, perform several MBMS 
related functions and procedures, some of which are specific to MBMS. An MBMS specific functional entity – 
Broadcast Multicast Service Centre (BM-SC) supports various MBMS user service specific services such as 
provisioning and delivery. 

5.1 Broadcast-Multicast Service Centre (BM-SC) 
The BM-SC provides functions for MBMS user service provisioning and delivery. It may serve as an entry point for 
content provider MBMS transmissions, used to authorise and initiate MBMS Bearer Services within the PLMN and can 
be used to schedule and deliver MBMS transmissions. 

The BM-SC is a functional entity, which must exist for each MBMS User Service. 

The BM-SC consists of four five sub-functions: 

•  Membership function 

•  Session and Transmission function 

•  Proxy and Transport function 

•  Service Announcement function 

•  Security function 

This section describes BM-SC functions, which are defined for the standardised MBMS User Services. 
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Figure 5a: BM-SC functional structure 

 

5.1.1 Membership Function 

The BM-SC Membership function provides authorization for UEs requesting to activate an MBMS service. 

The Membership function may have subscription data of MBMS service users. 

The Membership Function may generate charging records for MBMS service users. 

The Membership Function is an MBMS bearer service level function, but it may also provide user service level 
functions e.g. membership management, key management etc. In this case it does also have a Gi interface. 

5.1.2 Session and Transmission Function 

The BM-SC Session and Transmission Function shall be able to schedule MBMS session transmissions. 

The BM-SC Session and Transmission Function should be able to schedule MBMS session retransmissions, and label 
each MBMS session with an MBMS Session Identifier to allow the UE to distinguish the MBMS session 
retransmissions. The BM-SC Session and Transmission Function allocates TMGIs. 

Each transmission and subsequent retransmission(s) of a specific MBMS session are identifiable by a common MBMS 
Session Identifier (2-3 Octets) passed at the application layer in the content, and also passed in a shortened form (i.e. the 
least significant octet) in the MBMS Session Start Request message to the RNCs/BSCs. The full MBMS Session 
Identifier should be used by the UE to identify an MBMS session when completing point-to-point repair, while the 
shortened MBMS Session Identifier is included by the RANs in the notification messages for MBMS 
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The BM-SC Session and Transmission Function shall be able to provide the GGSN with transport associated 
parameters such as quality-of-service and MBMS service area. 

The BM-SC Session and Transmission Function shall be able to initiate and terminate MBMS bearer resources prior to 
and following transmission of MBMS data.  

The BM-SC Session and Transmission Function should be able to send MBMS data. It could also apply favourable 
error resilient schemes e.g. specialized MBMS codecs or Forward Error Correction schemes. 

The BM-SC Session and Transmission Function should be able to authenticate and authorize external sources and 
accept content from them. 

The Session and Transmission Function is user service level function and it triggers bearer level functions when MBMS 
sessions are scheduled. 

5.1.3 Proxy and Transport Function 

The BM-SC Proxy and Transport Function is a Proxy Agent for signalling over Gmb reference point between GGSNs 
and other BM-SC sub-functions, e.g. the BM-SC Membership Function and the BM-SC Session and Transmission 
Function. Further, the BM-SC Proxy and Transport Function shall also be able to handle when BM-SC functions for 
different MBMS services are provided by multiple physical network elements. Routing of the different signalling 
interactions shall be transparent to the GGSN. 

The BM-SC Proxy and Transport function shall be able to generate charging records for content provider charging of 
transmitted data. Content provider name is provided to BM-SC Proxy and Transport function over Gmb at session start. 

The BM-SC Proxy and Transport function may act as an intermediate device for the MBMS data sent from the BM-SC 
Session and Transmission function to the GGSN. 

The Proxy and Transport Function may be divided further into a Proxy function managing the control plane (Gmb) and 
a Transport function managing the multicast payload. 

The Proxy and Transport Function is an MBMS bearer service function.  

5.1.4 Service Announcement Function 

The BM-SC Service Announcement function shall be able to provide service announcements for multicast and 
broadcast MBMS user services. 

The BM-SC Service Announcement function shall be able to provide the UE with media descriptions specifying the 
media to be delivered as part of an MBMS user service (e.g. type of video and audio encodings). 

The BM-SC Service Announcement function shall be able to provide the UE with MBMS session descriptions 
specifying the MBMS sessions to be delivered as part of an MBMS user service (e.g. multicast service identification, 
addressing, time of transmission, etc.) 

The BM-SC Service Announcement function shall be able to deliver media and session descriptions by means of 
service announcements using IETF specified protocols over MBMS multicast and broadcast bearer services. 

The Service Announcement Function is a user service level function. 

The following mechanisms should be supported for service announcement. Service announcements may be triggered by 
the BM-SC but are not necessarily sent by the BM-SC: 

- MBMS bearer capabilities to advertise MBMS user Services 

- PUSH mechanism (WAP push) 

- URL (WAP, HTTP) 

- SMS (point-to-point) 

- SMS-CB cell broadcast 

Other mechanisms could be considered in future releases. 
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5.1.4a  MBMS Security Function 

MBMS user services may use the Security functions for integrity and/or confidentiality protection of MBMS data. The 
MBMS Security function is used for distributing MBMS keys (Key Distribution Function) to authorized UEs.Detailed 
description of the security functions is provided in [5] (TS 33.246). 

 

End Of Changes 
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****** FIRST MODIFIED SECTION ******** 

10.2 Bearer level charging for MBMS 
To provide bearer level charging for MBMS, mechanisms and functional elements described in 3GPP TS 23.125 [12] 
are used for MBMS Bearer Contexts. In case the BM-SC intends to provide input for bearer level charging, it acts as an 
Application Function (AF) from the perspective of the flow-based bearer charging architecture (see TS 23.125). 

NOTE-i: It is expected that bearer level charging is used to zero-rate MBMS traffic at the TPF. 

NOTE-ii: It is expected that the flow filters for MBMS are statically configured in the TPF, hence BM-SC input is not 
required for bearer level charging.Flow Based Charging (FBC) may be used to collect charging data records for MBMS 
Bearer Contexts e.g. for the purpose to charge the service provider, cf. 3GPP TS 23.125 [12]. 

Note: Since multiple users share an MBMS bearer context FBC cannot be used for creating reports on a per user 
basis. 

 

****** END OF CHANGE ******* 
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8.7 MBMS Multicast Service Deactivation 
The multicast service deactivation is a signalling procedure between the UE and the network. The procedure removes 
the MBMS UE Context from the UE, RAN, SGSN and GGSN for a particular MBMS multicast service. The multicast 
service deactivation can be initiated by: 

- The UE; 

- The GGSN; 

- The BM-SC; or 

- The SGSN 

All these cases are contained in the procedure illustrated in figure 13. The UE initiated Multicast Service Deactivation 
starts with step 1), the BM-SC initiated Multicast Service Deactivation starts with step 3), the GGSN initiated Multicast 
Service Deactivation starts with step 4), the SGSN initiated Multicast Service Deactivation starts with step 5) or 9), and 
the MBMS UE de-linking is performed at step 7). 

At GPRS detach, all MBMS UE contexts of the UE are implicitly deactivated in the UE, SGSN and GGSN, i.e. the 
SGSN performs the deactivation procedure starting with step 97). 

If the PDP context linked to the MBMS UE context by the linked NSAPI is deactivated by the UE or SGSN or GGSN, 
then the SGSN shall perform the MBMS deactivation procedure starting atwith step 5) and 87). The UE will remove all 
MBMS UE Contexts locally after the Linked PDP Context was deactivated. 
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Figure 13: MBMS Multicast Service Deactivation 

1. The UE sends an IGMP (IPv4) or MLD (IPv6) Leave message (here, the Leave message means Leave Group 
message in RFC 2236 for IGMP (IPv4) and Multicast Listener Done in RFC2710 for MLD (IPv6)) over the 
default PDP context to leave a particular multicast service identified by an IP multicast address. 

2. The GGSN sends a Leave Indication (IP multicast address, APN,IMSI) to the BM-SC Proxy and Transport 
function, which forwards it to the BM-SC Membership function, indicating that the UE is requesting to leave the 
multicast service identified by the IP multicast address. The exact nature of the signalling between GGSN and 
BM-SC is specified in 3GPP TS 29.061[4]. 

3. Upon reception of the Leave Indication, the BM-SC Membership function verifies that the IP multicast address 
corresponds to a valid MBMS bearer service and sends a UE Removal Request (IP multicast address, APN, 
IMSI) to the GGSN that originated the Leave Indication. The APN shall be the same that was provided during 
service activation (see "MBMS Multicast Service Activation"). The exact nature of the signalling between 
GGSN and BM-SC is specified in 3GPP TS 29.061 [4]. The BM-SC Membership function may also initiate the 
deactivation of an MBMS UE Context for service-specific reasons (e.g. the service is terminated but the UE has 
not yet left the multicast group) by directly sending a UE Removal Request message to the GGSN. 

4. Upon reception of the UE Removal Request or for other reasons (e.g. Error cases), the GGSN sends an MBMS 
UE Context Deactivation Request (IP multicast address, APN, IMSI) to the SGSN. The IP multicast address, 
APN and IMSI together identify the MBMS UE Context to be deleted by the SGSN. The APN is the one 
received in step 3. The SGSN acknowledges reception of the MBMS UE Context Deactivation Request by 
sending an MBMS UE Context Deactivation Response to the GGSN. 
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5. Upon reception of the MBMS UE Context Deactivation Request or for other reasons (e.g. due to a change in the 
roaming restrictions for the user) the SGSN sends a Deactivate MBMS Context Request (TI) to the UE. The TI 
identifies the MBMS UE Context to be deleted by the UE. 

6. The UE deletes the MBMS UE Context and sends a Deactivate MBMS Context Accept (TI) to the SGSN. 

7. If the UE is PMM-CONNECTED and has been already linked towards the RAN, t he SGSN sends a MBMS UE 
De-Linking Request to the RNC (IP multicast address, APN, TMGI). RAN deletes the MBMS UE Context and 
sends a MBMS UE De-Linking Response (TMGI ) to the SGSN. 

8. If dedicated radio resources are currently assigned to the UE for the reception of the MBMS data, the RAN 
releases these radio resources. If shared radio resources are currently assigned for the distribution of the MBMS 
data, the RAN may decide to move the remaining UEs to dedicated resources. The detailed procedures and 
conditions are specified in 3GPP TS 25.346 [10] and 3GPP TS 43.246 [11]. 

9. Upon reception of the Deactivate MBMS Context Accept or for other reasons (e.g. due to missing periodic 
routeing area updates) the SGSN sends a Delete MBMS Context Request (MBMS_NSAPI) to the GGSN that 
holds the MBMS UE Context. This GGSN may be different from the GGSN that receives IGMP Leave request 
in step 1. 

10. The GGSN deletes the MBMS UE Context and sends a Deactivation Indication to the BM-SC to confirm the 
successful deactivation of the MBMS UE Context. The BM-SC, after receiving the Deactivation Indication, 
deletes the MBMS UE Context and sends a confirmation to the GGSN. The exact nature of the signalling 
between GGSN and BM-SC is specified in 3GPP TS 29.061[4]. 

11. If the GGSN does not have any more users interested in this MBMS bearer service and the "list of downstream 
nodes" in the corresponding MBMS Bearer Context is empty, the GGSN sends a MBMS De-Registration 
Request to the BM-SC Proxy and Transport function. The BM-SC Proxy and Transport function responds with a 
MBMS De-Registration Response and removes the identifier of the GGSN from the "list of downstream nodes" 
parameter in its MBMS Bearer Context. See subclause "MBMS De-Registration Procedure". 

12. The GGSN confirms the deactivation of the MBMS UE Context to the SGSN by sending a Delete MBMS 
Context Response to the SGSN, which then deletes the MBMS UE Context. 

13. If the SGSN does not have any more users interested in this MBMS bearer service and the "list of downstream 
nodes" in the corresponding MBMS Bearer Context is empty, the SGSN sends an MBMS De-Registration 
Request to the GGSN. The GGSN responds with an MBMS De-Registration Response and removes the 
identifier of the SGSN from the "list of downstream nodes" parameter in its MBMS Bearer Context. See 
subclause "MBMS De-Registration Procedure". 
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*************** First Change ******************** 

8.2 MBMS Multicast Service Activation 
The MBMS multicast service activation procedure registers the user in the network to enable the reception of data from 
a specific multicast MBMS bearer service. The activation is a signalling procedure between the UE and the network. 
The procedure establishes MBMS UE contexts in UE, SGSN and GGSN and Iu mode BSC/RNC for each activated 
multicast MBMS bearer service comparable to regular PDP contexts. 
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Figure 7: The activation of an MBMS multicast service 

1. The UE activates a default, typically best-effort PDP context if not already established. This can be a PDP 
context used for basic IP services like WAP or Internet access, or it might be the signalling PDP context used for 
IMS access. 

2. The UE sends an IGMP (IPv4) or MLD (IPv6) Join message over the default PDP context to signal its interest in 
receiving a particular multicast MBMS bearer service identified by an IP multicast address. 

3. The GGSN sends an MBMS Authorization Request seeking authorization for the activating UE to receive data. 
The authorization decision, which may be based on subscription data in the BM-SC, Membership function is 
provided in the MBMS Authorization Response together with the APN to be used for creation of the MBMS UE 
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context. If the MBMS Authorization Response indicates that the UE is not authorized to receive the MBMS data 
the process terminates with no additional message exchange. 

4a. The GGSN sends an MBMS Notification Request (IP multicast address, APN, Linked NSAPI) to the SGSN. 
Linked NSAPI is set equal to the NSAPI of the PDP context over which the Join request was received. The IP 
multicast address is the one requested by the UE in the Join request. The APN may be different from the APN to 
which the default PDP context has been activated. In any case, the APN may resolve to a GGSN that is different 
from the GGSN receiving the IGMP/MLD Join request. The GGSN starts a MBMS Activation Timer as GGSN 
may receive no response, e.g. in case SGSN or UE does not support MBMS. 

4b. The SGSN sends a MBMS Notification Response (Cause) to the GGSN that sent the MBMS Notification 
Request, where Cause shall indicate whether or not the MBMS context activation will proceed. Upon reception 
of the response message with Cause indicating unsuccessful operation the GGSN should not send any further 
MBMS Notification Request messages. The procedure is then terminated. 

5. The SGSN sends a Request MBMS Context Activation (IP multicast address, APN, Linked NSAPI, TI) to the 
UE to request it to activate an MBMS UE Context. Linked NSAPI allows the UE to associate the MBMS UE 
Context with the PDP context over which it sent the IGMP/MLD Join message in step 2. TI was chosen by the 
SGSN and contains a value not used by any other activated PDP context and MBMS UE context for this UE. 

6. The UE creates an MBMS UE context and sends an Activate MBMS Context Request (IP multicast address, 
APN, MBMS_NSAPI, MBMS bearer capabilities) to the SGSN. The IP multicast address identifies the MBMS 
multicast service, which the UE wants to join/activate. An APN may indicate a specific GGSN. The MBMS 
bearer capabilities indicate the maximum QoS the UE can handle. The MBMS_NSAPI was chosen by the UE 
and contains a value not used by any other activated PDP context and MBMS UE context for this UE. If the 
SGSN has the MBMS Bearer Context information for this MBMS bearer service, the SGSN should verify the 
UE's MBMS bearer capabilities. If the SGSN determines that the UE's MBMS bearer capabilities are less than 
the Required MBMS Bearer Capabilities, it shall reject the request for activation of an MBMS context with an 
appropriate cause. 

7. If the MBMS UE Context was not established, the SGSN sends a MBMS Notification Reject Request (Cause) to 
the GGSN that sent the MBMS Notification Request, where Cause shall indicate the reason why the MBMS UE 
Context could not be established. The GGSN then sends a MBMS Notification Reject Response back to the 
SGSN. This should prevent further sending of MBMS Notification Request messages. The procedure is then 
terminated. 

8. Security Functions may be performed, e.g. to authenticate the UE. 

9. The SGSN creates an MBMS UE context and sends a Create MBMS Context Requests (IP multicast address, 
APN, MBMS_NSAPI, IMSI, MSISDN, RAIServing network identity) to the GGSN. 

10. The GGSN sends an MBMS Authorization Request (IMSI, MSISDN, Serving network identity RAI) seeking 
authorization for the activating UE. The authorization decision is provided in the MBMS Authorization 
Response. The BM-SC creates an MBMS UE Context. 

11. If the GGSN does not have the MBMS Bearer Context information for this MBMS bearer service, the GGSN 
sends a MBMS Registration Request to the BM-SC. See subclause "MBMS Registration Procedure". 

 If no TMGI has been allocated for this MBMS bearer service, the BM-SC will allocate a new TMGI. This TMGI 
will be passed to GGSN and SGSN via the MBMS Registration Response message and further to UE via 
Activate MBMS Context Accept message. 

 The BM-SC responds with a MBMS Registration Response containing the MBMS Bearer Context information 
for this MBMS bearer service and adds the identifier of the GGSN to the "list of downstream nodes" parameter 
in its MBMS Bearer Context. See subclause "MBMS Registration Procedure". 

12. The GGSN creates an MBMS UE context and sends a Create MBMS Context Response to the SGSN. 

13. If the SGSN does not have the MBMS Bearer Context information for this MBMS bearer service, the SGSN 
sends a MBMS Registration Request to the GGSN. See subclause "MBMS Registration Procedure". 

 The GGSN responds with a MBMS Registration Response containing the MBMS Bearer Context information 
for this MBMS bearer service and adds the identifier of the SGSN to the "list of downstream nodes" parameter in 
its MBMS Bearer Context. See subclause "MBMS Registration Procedure". 
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14. The SGSN provides Iu mode RAN with the MBMS UE Context(s) if at least one PS RAB is established for the 
UE. 

15. The SGSN sends an Activate MBMS Context Accept (TMGI, MBMS bearer capabilities) to the UE. The MBMS 
bearer capabilities indicate the maximum QoS that is used by this MBMS bearer service and the UE may take it 
into account when further MBMS bearer services are activated. If it was not possible to verify the UE's MBMS 
bearer capabilities in Step 6, the UE’s MBMS bearer capabilities will be verified now. If the SGSN determines 
that the UE’s MBMS bearer capabilities are lower than the Required MBMS Bearer Capabilities the SGSN 
rejects the request for activation of an MBMS context indicating an appropriate cause and starts the deactivation 
of the already established MBMS UE contexts. 

**********End Change ******************** 
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